1. Follow steps above in **Logging in to Kuali Research**.
2. Kuali Dashboard is comprised of the following
   
   Dashboard “Home”
   Search Records
   Common Tasks
   All Links
   Reports

**Dashboard Home**
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I. Left Bar Navigation
II. Proposals Routing to Me card
III. Proposals Not Routing card
IV. Proposal Workload Assignments

**Left Bar Navigation**

- **Dashboard Home** - New main page for the Kuali Research system that allows you to track document progress and manage proposal routing.
- **Search** – This search bar allows you to search by proposal name, PI, sponsor, etc.
- **Common Tasks** - A place where you can easily access your most common tasks whether that's searching, creating new records, or other actions. Also available is the search option at the top to give easy access to any system action.
- **All Links** - To access all available links in the system or search available options at the top.
- **Reports** - If user has the Global Reports role they will have the Reports link to take them to the reporting tool.
- **Help** – System help, generates email to ORSP.
- **About** - Will display the current version information for Kuali Research.
- **Logout** - Gives the user the option to log out of the Kuali Research system.
- **Profile** - Allows you to see which user is logged into the system and more information on the user profile in Core.
- **Switch Apps** - Gives you the option to switch to different applications within the system (Research, COI, Protocols).

### Proposals Routing to Me

This card will show users what proposals are pending their approval and the steps away from which that user will need to approve. As Texas State has a flat route (approval is requested from PI, Chair and Dean simultaneously), almost all cards will either have a “1 step away” or “You’re Up” status.

### Proposals Not Routing

This card will show users what proposals are in progress within Proposal Development. For PIs this will include all proposals a user is list as Senior/Key Personnel. For Chairs and Deans this list will include work in which they are PIs themselves as well as the activity of all faculty within their Department or College.
Proposal Workload Assignments

This card will show users (like the Routing to Me card) proposals in which they are PI and are still routing. This card will show the user what other individuals must still approve the proposal. For Chairs and Deans, this card will show all activity within their Department or College as well as the routing status for each and who is left to approve.

Search Records
This search bar allows you to search by proposal name, PI, sponsor, etc.

Common Tasks
A place where you can easily access your most common tasks whether that's searching, creating new records, or other actions. Also available is the search option at the top to give easy access to any system action.

Quick Links
- Action List: Allows a user to see any proposals in routing, awaiting approval.
- Doc Search: Admin use only.
- Current & Pending Support: Not in Use at Texas State.
- Person Training: Not in Use at Texas State.
- View S2S Submissions: Not in Use at Texas State.


- Locks: Admin use only.

**Award**
- Award for Admin use only

**COI**
- My Disclosures: SFI submission portal

**Institutional Proposal**
- Institutional for Admin use only

**Proposal Development**
- All My Proposals: These are proposals in which the user is a named PI.
- Create Proposal: This link will take a user to the main create proposal portion of Kuali.
- Search Proposals: This link will lead a user to the main search bars for proposals. Here a user can search by PI, Title, Sponsor, Due Date, etc.

**Protocols**
- Manage Protocols: IRB and IACUC Module link

**All Links**
To access all available links in the system or search available options at the top. This an administrator use only section.

**Reports**
If user has the Global Reports role they will have the Reports link to take them to the reporting tool.

---

**Creating a Proposal in Kuali**

1. Follow steps above in **Logging in to Kuali Research** to login into your dashboard.
2. Navigate to Common Tasks
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3. Navigate to Proposal Development Card, select Create Proposal
4. Initiate and Create Proposal in Kuali (See Quick-Training Guide)